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The improvement in the sales of construction and building material was encouraging amid the challenging economic environment, the Steel and Engineering Industries Federation of Southern Africa (Seifsa ...
Construction and building material sales indicate strengthening economy
A new study by a Swansea University academic has announced a new mathematical formula that will help engineers assess the point at which cellular materials, which are used a wide range of applications ...
New study provides a solution for engineering cellular materials
Pent-up demand from the pandemic is creating a general spending surge, and construction looks to get its share of the benefits in the next two years.
Outlook has improved for construction spending with upturn in the economy
The contract provides for supervision, equipment, materials, labor, travel, and all means necessary to provide an immediate response for civilian construction contract capability. This includes ...
NAVFAC Atlantic Awards $5B Global Contingency Construction Contract
A private development group that has constructed the building for Deloitte's future Smart Factory on Wichita State University's Innovation Campus will ask for industrial revenue bonds from the city to ...
Developer of WSU building seeks $20M in IRBs for Deloitte's Smart Factory
Zacks Equity Research discusses Building Products - Concrete & Aggregates including Vulcan Materials Company VMC, Martin Marietta Materials, Inc. MLM, Eagle Materials Inc. EXP, Summit Materials, Inc.
Zacks Industry Outlook Highlights: Vulcan Materials, Martin Marietta Materials, Eagle Materials, Summit Materials and Cornerstone Building Brands
IHS Markit reports engineering and construction costs rose for the eight month in a row in June, with all materials and equipment categories reporting increases for the sixth straight month.
No End in Sight as Engineering and Construction Costs Edge Upward for the Eighth Straight Month
The University of Pittsburgh Board of Trustees approved the construction of a $24.5 million, 40,000-square-foot engineering and information technologies building at the Bradford campus.
Pitt trustees OK $24.5M engineering/info tech building for Bradford campus
A collaborative research team, led by the University of Liverpool, has discovered a new inorganic material with the lowest thermal conductivity ever reported. This discovery paves the way for the ...
Researchers discover a new inorganic material with lowest thermal conductivity ever reported
The death toll has risen to 97 people with 90 identified as Southside Mayor Charles Burkett said the recovery effort “will conclude sooner than we expected.” ...
Expert investigating Florida building collapse ‘pissed off’ at being denied access
A team of technical experts from the federal government and outside specialists are going to gather building material samples and study soil conditions in order to determine the engineering reasons ...
Experts will study engineering reasons for condo's collapse
Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, researchers at the National Emerging Infectious Disease Laboratory in downtown Boston handled numerous live virus samples with the utmost care.
Peek inside the Boston building hosting some of the world’s most dangerous viruses
Materials science and engineering is an interdisciplinary field that forms the foundation for many engineering applications by extending the current supply of materials, improving existing materials, ...
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
The Naval Facilities Engineering Systems Command has selected six companies to compete for construction and engineering task orders to support the U.S. government’s emergency response missions ...
6 Companies Win Spots on Navy’s $5B Global Contingency Construction IDIQ Contract
In the wake of the Surfside collapse, structural engineers are vowing to build better, safer buildings, and everything from super strong concrete ...
Engineers at FIU, FAU explore alternatives to building materials in wake of Surfside collapse
is enabling building materials companies to successfully gain access and win work in government markets with the launch of GovBiz. GovBiz provides customizable, measurable services and solutions ...
CNVRT Launches GovBiz, Government Market Sales and Marketing Services for Building Materials Companies
The historic racing team makes extensive use of advanced materials to squeeze optimal performance and handling from its race cars. The team has chosen the MaterialCenter materials lifecycle management ...
McLaren Racing accelerates F1 car development with optimal use of materials
In many ways, ski-resort communities are beholden to the natural world that surrounds them—the allure of the mountain lifestyle stems from a meaningful connection with nature.
How Electric Pass Lodge's Eco-Friendly Construction Can Give Ski Resorts A Lift
In its 150th year, Gilbane Building Company is shifting some of its corporate leaders to Boston in order to tap into the area's talent pool and thriving market.
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